
MEMORY LIGHTING CONTROL 



M24 grows with your lighting ambitions 
"Flexible! . . " "Phenomenal! . . " 
"Exciting! . . " "Opening new horizons ... " 
Strand's design expertise instantly found 
fame with a new generation of delighted 
memory lighting control users when 
M2 4 was introduced for smaller 
theatres and TV Studios. 

Where will M2 4 be used? 
Small theatres and public halls, TV 
studios, amateur drama clubs, large 
schools and colleges, outside broadcast 
vehicles, conference and exhibition 
centres - in fact any situation where 
sophisticated lighting has to be set up 
and then reproduced on demand. 

So how could we improve on the best? 
We asked the users - what more must 
M24 do for you? More facilities, more 

. ? N options.... o. 
''lust give us more channels!" 
So we've extended M24's impressive 
capabilities to provide control of up to 
120 CHANNELS. And we've also 

increased the memory capacity to 
199 for the larger systems. 

But with all this excitement about 
larger M2 4 lighting control 
systems, we-have not forgotten 
the users for whom M24 brings 
professional standard memory 
control finally within reach. 
The basic console controls up 

to 72 channels, and, along 
with all existing M24s, may 
be extended at any time 
to the maximum channel 
size of 120. 
Tempus Ml 4 grows 
with your lighting 
ambitions - and with 
your lighting 
installation! 

What will M24 do? 
It will control up to 72 channels or, with 
the special "expansion module", up to 
an amazing 120 channels. You can then 
record each lighting cue in M24's 
internal electronic memory, and recall 
them during the performance to fade 
up automat[cally or manually. You will 
be able to control simultaneously up to 
six different cues, all at different 
recorded speeds, or a sequence of 50 
or more timed cues, running auto
matically one after the other.Try that 
on your manual desk! 

Is M24 simple to operate? 
Yes - M24 follows long established 
Strand traditions of providing all the 
features needed whilst avoiding any 
unnecessary gimmickry or complication. 
When spontaneous changes are 
needed in the midst of action, there is 
no time to look for an operator's 
handbook: the advanced programme of 
M24 - developed from Galaxy 2, 
Strand's most sophisticated memory 
system - ensures that you can instantly 
override even the most complex multi
part fade . .. simply! 

How many memories do I get? 
This depends on the channel size of 
your system. 24, 36 and 48 channel 
M24s all have 199 memories. 60 
channel systems have 185, and with 72 
channels 155 memories are provided. 
The expanded 96,108 and 120 channel 
M24 desks all have 199 memories. 

Can I expand my 60 channel M24? 
Yes - and two options are open to you. 
Either expand your M24 to 72 channels 
to make full use of your three 24 
channel demultiplex interface units, or 
alternatively, with the addition of the 
"expansion module" and extra demulti
plex units (or multiplexed dimmers), 
your system can grow to the full 120 
channels. Contact your local dealer for 
details. 

What does Multiplex mean? 
It can mean the end to multicore cables 
connecting the dimmers to the control 
desk! M24's output is a coded signal 
which sends all 120 channel intensities 
along a single 2 core screened 
microphone-type cable to the dimmers. 
If the dimmers are Strand ACT 6 or 
Pei-mus Multiplexed types, then the 
control wiring is simply a matter of 
connecting a two core cable to the first 
rack and looping the cable to each of 
the other racks in turn. 
Many types of dimmers and manual. 
controls can be connected to the M24 
system with the aid of 24 channel 
demultiplex interface units, which 
decode the M24 multiplex signal for 
each separate dimmer channel. So 
multiplexing can reduce the cost of 
installation, and simplify the wiring for 
the largest temporary lighting rig. 

Will M24 make my existing manual 
system out of date? 
No - it gives a whole new use to your 
existing desk. 

Can I record from a manual 
control desk? 
Yes - any existing Strand manual desk 
(unless it really is a museum piece!) 
Desks from other manufacturers are 
also often compatible - please enquire. 

Will M2 4 store lighting plots for 
Repertoire? 
Yes - it will transfer a complete plot, 
channels, cues and even timed fades if 
required onto a standard home audio 
tape using any reasonable domestic 
cassette recorder. 
Thus plot storage no longer involves 
costly high-quality computer fioppy disc 
drive units, let alone specially formatted 
discs. 
Cassettes from your local record store 
can form your plot library. This also 
means that you can easily - and cheaply 
- make a security recording of your 
lighting plot at a rehearsal without 
worrying that the next board operator 
who has a "Record Lock" key might 
record over your carefully balanced 
lighting plots. 

Is M24 portable? 
Yes! It is small (530 x 360 x 190mm and 
light-weight, only 8.1 kg including cover). 
Control connection is multiplexed to 
dimmers by a single twin core screened 
fiexible cable. 
Thus the M24 is its own stalls control 
desk for lighting rehearsals. 



What about effects? 
Yes! With the optional effects desk you 
can make up to eight separate groups 
of lights and then control them either 
electronically or by their manual faders. 
Come Saturday night M24 goes disco 
with flash, chase and sound to light. 

Does M2.4 have a video display 
option? 
Yes -you can use any 625/525 
line TV set to preview cues or 
check memory content. For those who· 
want the very best, a special high 
resolution VDU monitor can be used. 
However, a VDU is not a vital part of the 
system, as the M24 was desigried to be 
operatep---simply on infornJatlori. 
display'(§cf'on the desk by LtD' f ,-. , ... _. ··\:, 
VDU or not, the choice is yours. 

Do~~ need new dimmers? 
Most unlikely - M24 will operate all 
Strand thyristor dimmers and many 
from other makers., . 

Is M2 4 "user friendly"? 
It's downright user affectionate! If you 
can operate a pocket calculator M24 
will taken ydl'.rfifteen minutes to under
stand. ThE;n you can begin to explore 
the subtleties and refinements that 
make M24 a real operator's system. 

' How can I flnd out more about M24? 
Contact Strand or your Strand dealer 
for a demonstration or send for our 
technical data sheet which gives a step 
by step description on operating M24. 

And, finally - can we afford our own 
M24? 
Almost certainly Yes! Contact Strand 
or your local dealer. 
The choice is yours to take as much, or 
as little as your situation needs. But only 
the quantity changes - the quality is 
constant. 

~Strand Lighting 
Rank Strand Limited 
PO Box 51, Great West Road 
Brentford, Middlesex TWB 9HR 
United Kingdom . 
Telephone 01-568 9222 Telex 27976 

Strand Tempus M24 and its 
low cost, add-on equipment. 

A single multiplex cable links M24, M24 Fx 

,· 
Permus Multiplexed dimmers 
require only a two core screened 
control cable link to the M24 
and M24 Fx desks. 

Universal demultiplex interface units each 
providing control connections for 24 conventional 
analogue dimmers of most types. 

and ACT 6 dimmer packs to form the ideal small portable lighting control system. 

The company reserves th e right to make any variati on in design and construct ion t o the equipment desc'ribed. 

Printed in England SLIOM7SI08S 
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